
COMMUNITY RENEWAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLAN 

SUMMARY 

The current cycle of social unrest presents our country with the daunting task of securing public safety 
while acknowledging and addressing the underlying grievances that have produced such explosive 
protest. The pleas to rebuild our communities must be answered with meaningful strategies that begin 
with short-term, mid-term and long-term investments in Black-led community organizations and Black-
owned businesses. We propose immediately investing $500M in Black Churches and Black community 
organizations and $10B in Black-owned businesses in 50 cities throughout the country with large 
percentages of African Americans. 

BACKGROUND  

From the very beginning of this great nation, African Americans have not had adequate resources 
invested in their communities, institutions and businesses. The decline of urban industrial centers and 
the fragmentation of Black communities, through selective integration, have produced large-scale 
community disenfranchisement. The rise of the Black middle class has not necessarily strengthened 
Black communities because most of their talent and creativity has been absorbed into White-owned 
businesses. These businesses have benefited from Black talent, but they have failed to invest 
appropriately in Black-owned businesses, Black-led economies and Black social infrastructures. 
Collectively, this has produced diminished social and economic opportunities for African Americans.  

Today, Black communities are at a breaking point. The COVID-19 pandemic has added stress to these 
communities, levying a heavy toll as a disproportionate number of Black people fall ill, die, and 
experience economic distress. It is changing the demography, values, wisdom and culture of Black 
communities as Black elders are lost, and youth are becoming more disenfranchised than ever. The 
Black community and this nation are facing an increasingly desperate situation. 

STRATEGY 

To face these challenges the Black community requires a new level of leadership capacity. This plan 
provides a solution through meaningful strategies for immediate stabilization, mid-term innovation and 
growth, and long-term sustainability of Black communities. It outlines a profound and unprecedented 
infusion of capital into Black institutions and businesses. It also understands the historic role of the Black 
Church and its centrality to Black community and business life.  

This combination of social and commercial investment will strengthen underperforming communities 
and build the capacity of Black Churches, Black Community Based Organizations (CBOs), and Black-
owned businesses in 50 Black communities. The ultimate goal is to strengthen community security and 
generate new opportunities while providing the stability and hope that are needed to enable long-term 
growth and sustainability of local Black economies. 



SOCIAL INVESTMENT 

We begin with large-scale institutional investments in Black community organizations. This involves 
providing large, unrestricted donations and capacity building resources to Black Churches and Black 
CBOs. With adequate resourcing, these organizations will be positioned to stabilize Black communities. 
This will provide the necessary safety nets that make it possible for long-term stability and growth. 
These organizations will lead the way in developing community strategies which leverage existing 
community development plans, while working with other public and private partners to create broad-
scale community goals and objectives. This work will be conducted in cross-functional community 
groups which will align the objectives of the private sector, public sector, and religious community 
around the needs of the local community. 

BUSINESS INVESTMENT 

We will also make critical investments in Black businesses. The investment methodology will use 
business ecosystem theory to develop localized, coordinated market economies in underperforming 
communities. Very large investments will be made using equity and debt financing strategies to stabilize 
labor costs and bolster firm profitability. These coordinated strategies will strengthen business 
performance and provide local firms with competitive advantages while broadly improving well-being 
for community residents. Emphasis will be placed on improving community stability, public health and 
strengthening critical infrastructures. These investments will enable Black owned businesses to survive 
the current economic challenges brought on by the pandemic, and they will provide a platform for new 
business and innovation to take hold in Black economies. This ongoing cycle of creativity and 
entrepreneurship will employ residents and create a regenerative environment for prosperity. 

INVESTMENT ALIGNMENT 

The key to this approach is the alignment of social and commercial investments. Targeted investments 
across nonprofit and for-profit organizations will be used to shape the local economic ecosystem to 
create favorable conditions for improving product innovation, talent development and capital flow. This 
ecosystem perspective will provide each community with considerable competitive advantage potential. 
This work will also take advantage of community anchor institutions to quickly expand vendor and 
supplier efficiencies. 

PARTNERSHIPS 

A number of partners are needed to quickly launch this national initiative. The current list of partners 
includes: 

• Conference for National Black Churches (ICAM) – program lead for Black Church engagement 
• National Minority Supplier Development Council (Michigan Chapter serving as point) – program 

lead for Black business engagement 
• Movement.org – program lead for cross-cultural networking and engagement 
• National Christian Foundation – program lead for donation management 



 
IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW 

SHORT-TERM (LAUNCH IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS) 

● Immediately invest in Black community organizations, beginning with the Black Church. 

o Emphasis on organizational survival, leadership development, employee retention, 
service delivery and public health support. 

o Requires $500M initial investment in Black Churches Black CBOs.  
Minimum total investment over 10 years is $5B. 

● Create a dedicated investment fund for Black-owned businesses. 

o Emphasis on business survival, leadership development, employee retention, 
elimination of high interest debt and strengthening critical infrastructures. 

o Organize businesses into local alliances with shared strategic goals and objectives. 

o Requires $10B initial investment in Black-owned businesses.  
Minimum total investment over 10 years is $100B. 

MID-TERM 

● Implement local community plans which integrate businesses development with social support. 

o Emphasis on implementing existing community strategies to build community stability 
and enhance public health. 

o Utilize large scale community based rapid design techniques. 

● Work with banks and investors to develop longer-term streams of capital to provide true 
competitive opportunities for businesses. 

o Emphasis on building capacity and stability in emerging or vulnerable businesses. 

LONG-TERM 

● Develop community networks that leverage resources from larger community institutions  
(e.g. hospitals and universities) to support Black businesses and CBOs. 

o Emphasis on job training, contract creation, building a leadership pipeline for businesses 
and nonprofits. 

● Implement community engagement plan to connect community residents with the new 
opportunities brought about by the social and business investments. 

o Emphasis on transparent communication and resident empowerment. 


